Background. A generalization of the minimax regret criterion is represented as even the best-assurance minimax regret criterion comes inconsistent under instable evaluations of decision situations. Objective. The goal is to formulate the minimaximax regret criterion. Methods. Unlike the classic one, the generalized regret criterion is minimaximax which operates over generalized regrets. These regrets are found from a generalized decision function which is defined on a Cartesian product of a decisions' set, a set of states, and a set of metastates. Metastate describes instability of the decision function whose values change through a set of metastates. The instability destroys assurance of minimaxed regrets found classically, so regrets are found over a generalized decision function. For this, utility evaluations are subtracted from the utility maximized across a decision set, or the loss/risk minimized across a decision set is subtracted from loss/risk evaluations. Then regrets are minimized under uncertainty across two dimensions of states and metastates, that is they are minimaximaxed. Results. The suggested minimaximax regret criterion allows finding an optimal decisions' subset with not only regarding instability of the decision function, but also with reducing the initial decisions' set more, unlike the ultimate pessimism criterion without regrets (minimaximax/maximinimin). This especially concerns nonnegative utility matrices with many zeros.
Introduction
Minimax regret criterion preferred to classic maximin/minimax is applied in a wide variety of decision making fields [1, 2] . Its preference is simply explained with that it usually softens ultimate pessimism. Minimax regret criterion is effective when prior statistics or probabilistic measures are unreliable [1, 3, 4] . The effectiveness is nonetheless reckoned on constant evaluations of decision situations (pairs of decision and state). Instability of the decision function destroys assurance of minimaxed regrets. For instance, instable evaluations of decision function's values can be a result of decision making for a long period [5] , discordance of expert estimations (multiple estimations of a decision situation without consensus), bad influence of external factors on the given decision function [6, 7] , etc. Besides, point evaluation is always much less reliable than interval evaluation (or, at least, multiple point evaluation), that implies multiple versions of the decision function. These aspects are equivalent to decision function's instability. Obviously enough, preference of minimax regret criterion can be used for optimally dealing with instable decision functions as well.
Regrets, or rather fines for accepting poor decisions, are found in the classical way: for every fixed state of a utility function, evaluations over all decisions are subtracted from the maximal evaluation [1, 3, 5] . In the case of a loss/risk function, the minimal loss/risk is subtracted from evaluations over all decisions [8, 9] . Subsequently, maximal regrets are minimized. Clearly, those operations may be problematic only for infinite decision functions of special types. Such functions usually have discontinuities and other irregularities. However, the main problem is potential instability of decision function which can be solved via proper formalization of instable evaluations of situations. In the article [10] , risks are minimaxed regarding the risk matrix instability. This matrix is represented as a finite set of matrices implying the risk matrix change through this set. Each version of the risk matrix corresponds to a state which is called the metastate. Thus, the finite change of the decision matrix is substituted with the three-dimensional decision matrix. A generalization of the decision function is suggested in the article [11] . The generalized decision function is defined on a Cartesian product of a decisions' set, a set of states, and a set of metastates. Despite the rule of minimaximax applied to the generalized decision function is described in [11] , there is an open question of how to find regrets over such function. Even for a three-dimensional decision matrix, it is a matter of argument what subtraction should be.
Problem statement
As even the best-assurance minimax regret criterion comes inconsistent under instable evaluations of decision situations, the goal is to formulate the minimaximax regret criterion. Such a criterion will allow finding optimal decisions' subset regarding instability of the decision function. Just as in the articles [10, 11] , the instability is expressed along the third dimension which is the metastate.
For reaching the goal, the two tasks are to be accomplished:
1. To substantiate a rule for finding regrets over a generalized decision function.
2. To formalize finding an optimal decisions' subset by the criterion of applying minimaximax to the found regrets.
Each of these two items is to be firstly explained for the decision matrix. Then the more general case is going to be formalized. In the end, the suggested minimaximax regret criterion shall be discussed and a conclusion will be given.
Finding regrets over a generalized decision function
Denote a finite set of decisions by
and a finite set of metastates by 
Regrets (1) or (2) constitute the generalized regret matrix
If at least one of the sets X, S, M is infinite, then a generalized decision function ( , , ) u x s m is defined on the set , 
Rules (1), (3), and (2), (4) differ from classically finding regrets with the third dimension only. So any number of dimensions can be added and the rule remains the same: extremization over decision set X by all the rest variables are fixed, and the corresponding subtraction.
Minimaximax regret criterion
Regrets (1), (2), (3), or (4) must be minimized under uncertainty across those two dimensions. Therefore, an optimal decisions' subset
for a finite set ,
for an infinite set . X S M   Consider a simple example. Suppose that 3 4 2 0 4 3 3 1 6 1 5 2 , 2 0 1 6 4 3 0 4 2 6 2 3
is a utility matrix. Here we have two metastates. Then, executing subtractions (1) gives a regret matrix 3 0 3 4 0 3 0 5 0 3 0 2 , 2 6 2 0 . 2 1 5 0 2 0 1 3
An optimal decisions' subset by (5) X r
By the way, the maximinimin rule applied to matrix (7) gives 
that is, it does not reduce the initial set of decisions.
Discussion
The example with utility matrix (7) and its corresponding regret matrix (8) shows simplicity of the minimaximax regret criterion, similar to the classic minimax regret. An expected advantage of minimaximax regret criterion is that it will be always reducing the initial set of decisions X more. The example with optimal decisions' subsets (9) and (10) is an illustration to the expectation. If 142 2 u  instead of 142 
is formed by rounding uniformly distributed numbers within the segment [0; 30] and then inserting zeros into 1 U if the rounded number is less than 5. Without considering regrets, X r
and regrets are non-effective.
Conclusions
Instability of the decision function forces to introduce the third dimension. However, finding regrets over a generalized decision function of three variables differs from classically finding regrets only with operating across that third dimension. Similar additional operation is executed when maximal regrets are minimized (a process of minimaximaxing). The suggested minimaximax regret criterion allows finding an optimal decisions' subset by either (5) or (6) with not only regarding instability of the decision function, but also with reducing the initial set of decisions X more, unlike the ultimate pessimism criterion without regrets (minimaximax/maximinimin). This especially concerns nonnegative utility matrices with many zeros, where examples with matrices (7), (8) and (11), (12) seem quite convincing. Thus, the research can be furthered in dealing rationally with sparse decision matrices, where sparsity is believed to influence on the gain (13) much severer. Ascertaining a connection between them and decision trees is going to be a promising goal.
